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Discover Your Design! Developed by a homeschooling pediatrician, this book focuses on the

amazing design and functionality of the human body's nervous system. You will discover:  The main

areas and structures of the brain and what important role each plays in making your body work

Awesome examples of God's creativity in both the design and precision of human anatomy showing

you are wonderfully made Important historical discoveries and modern medical techniques used for

diagnosis and repair of the brain!  Learn interesting and important facts about why you sleep, the

function of the central nervous system, what foods can superpower your brain functions, and much

more in a wonderful exploration of the brain and how it controls the wondrous machine known as

your body!
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Dr. Lainna Callentine, MEd, MD, is a physician, instructor, writer, speaker, and creator at

Sciexperience, as well as pediatrician at Bolingbrook Christian Health Center. She left formal

medicine in the E.R. to homeschool her three children.

We are 7 weeks into this curriculum and we love it. I love the colorful pictures as well as the fun

activities that help make learning fun.



Found this book to be enlightening in a good resource for our home schooling setting.....

This is a great book for the entire family, kids and parents can greatly benefit from this book, the

way the author put this book together it makes it fun and informative, great for home schooling.

People suffering with stress, anxiety, or depression should check their nervous system and try

herbal products at your local Vitamin shop.

As a medical professional (registered nurse) and homeschool mom, this is by far, the best science

curriculum that I have seen and I am now using. The key to learning is not just having the

knowledge base, but the practical, real life application. This book is full of great learning AND the

real life way a young person would experience it as well as test it. If that's not enough, Dr. Callentine

has numerous biblical references to build a firm foundation. As a parent help, there is a lesson

planner associated with this curriculum which contains worksheets, tests and additional support

materials. Guaranteed, your students will look forward to studying the human body . . . and so will

you!

I had high hopes for the purchase, but I am very disappointed. The ad said it was 269 pages. It

turns out to be less than 80. Did I pay $10 for an 80-page Kindle book? I want a refund. If you are

looking for solid scientific explanations of the nervous system, this is not it. It appears to be written

for grade school children.

FANTASTIC and the first science book I have ever truly enjoyed!! Dr. Callentine has brought the

nervous system to life through interesting historical connections, relevant biblical references,

everyday life examples, and engaging photographs. The book reads like a personal conversation

with the author, and before we knew it, my children and I were actually enjoying learning science.

We could not wait to turn the page to discover more! As a secondary math teacher and mother of

three, I highly recommend this book to anyone who is interested in investigating our remarkable

design. Thank you Dr. Callentine for making the exploration of our nervous system both captivating

and applicable!

About the Book:Utilizing Bloom's and Gardeners' Taxonomies of multiple intelligence learning

styles, this curriculum focuses on the human body's nervous system, and will create opportunities



for children to stretch beyond their natural tendencies. This book series will challenge the child in all

facts of multiple intelligence. The parent/instructor is able to choose hands-on activities that engage

linguistic, logical/mathematical, visual/spatial, kinesthetic, musical/rhythmic, interpersonal,

intrapersonal, naturalist learning styles about life's big issues. God's Wonderous Machine helps the

student and instructor capture learning where each student thrives.About the Author:Dr. Lainna

Callentine, MEd, MD, is a physician, instructor, writer, speaker, and creator at Sciexperience, as

well as pediatrician at Bolingbrook Christian Health Center. She left formal medicine in the E.R. to

homeschool her three children.My Review: I just have to say that I love this book! As always the

publishers at Master Books, do NOT disappoint. The full color photographs included in the book are

phenomenal! This is a new product line from Master Books/New Leaf Publishing of elementary

science curriculum for grades 3rd-6th. This is a hardcover book with approximately 96 pages

dedicated fully to exploring the human body's nervous system. This book is the first in a 9 book

series, it can be used as curriculum, unit study or a supplemental course. There is a parent lesson

planner book available that includes, worksheets, testing materials, and a flexible calendar to help

with planning. The cost of God's Wondrous Machine: The Electrifying Nervous System is $15.99

hardcover or $9.99 digital download and is available. Included in the 11 sections of the book is a

general overview of the central nervous system, but there are also some great information that

would really excite children to know such as old photographs featuring a curator for the Smithsonian

examining a skull from 1935 that shows signs of a brain surgery from thousands of years previous.

The book also includes vocabulary lists and scripture references. The hundred page book has a lot

of great information packed tight. This book is a great start to some very in depth science

adventures! I read through the book in a few short hours with my children and they really enjoyed

learning new facts about the interesting people included in the book. If you would like to read more

reviews, you can here.**Disclosure** This book was sent to me free of charge for my honest review

from my participation in the Moms of Master Books.

As a homeschooling mom, we are big into books that we can use in our "classroom". The

Electrifying Nervous System, is a really interesting book.The full color photo's are so bold and

bright, it really does draw the eye in to wanting to read this more. Before I gave the book to the boys

to check out, I was so into the book! I mean, it is chocked full of interesting stories, photo's, and

learning.The color-coded levels makes this a great book to use as a curriculum, or as a supplement.

It is slated for grades 3-6, however, my older student uses this too as a resourceThe Electrifying

Nervous System also uses scripture to back up it's points. That is a huge plus for us! Who knew



God was so into Science :)I received this book in hopes of a review on my blog My MisMatched

World. All opinions are my own.
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